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After an indiscriminately volatile year in the markets, SumZero’s Cap Intro team conducted our 
annual poll of the allocator community. Similar to previous surveys, we asked a handful of 
questions ranging from asset class & geographic appetite to qualitative GP selection criteria to 
book recommendations. However this year more than ever, our members’ responses provide cues 
for the broader institutional investor community and how these firms are adapting their allocation 
models to reflect the changing tides, exogenous disruptions, and market uncertainty we have 
become primed to expect over the last twelve months.  

For the second iteration of the SumZero Allocator Survey, we received responses from a diverse 
group of family/multi-family offices, foundations, consultants, endowments, pensions, and fund of 
funds, representing over $275B in assets and more than 200 individual investment professionals. 
The group - primarily based in North America, Middle East, Europe, and Australia - includes firms 
that engage most consistently with SumZero and have a history of placing capital with SumZero 
managers. Many firms provided confirmation of the latter within this survey, bringing our reported 
total of attributable allocations to $500M since 2016. As of the publication of this survey, all 
respondents are active members of our Cap Intro community, using the site to discover new funds, 
and consume research.  

This kind of nuanced allocator intelligence enables the SumZero team to offer sound advice to our 
managers, facilitate meaningful introductions, and consider enhancements to the SumZero 
experience. It is our hope that SumZero members use these results as a reference point when 
structuring their investment products, performance reporting, and recurring investor 
communications. In designing timely and germane surveys like this, we aim to increase 
transparency within the fundraising process and improve our client relationships by better 
understanding the goals and challenges facing LPs and GPs alike.  

ABOUT THE SURVEY 



 

FINDING #1: SUCCESSFUL ALLOCATIONS 
EXCEED PREVIOUSLY REPORTED FIGURES 

Every year, SumZero facilitates hundreds of 
on- and off-platform connections between 
LPs and GPs but we only have full visibility 
over the first point of contact. The Cap Intro 
team relies on self-reporting from funds 
and allocators to verify the success of these 
connections and the amount of capital 
placements attributable to SumZero 
introductions.  

Since 2016, we have confirmed over 30 
successful allocations totaling at least 
$500M in aggregate transaction value. In 
the beginning of 2021, we were pleased to 
highlight recent inflows to two SumZero 
member funds: Bastiat Capital and Ulland 
Investment Advisors received $7M and 
$100M respectively across a series of 
investments from new and existing clients. 
Those firms shared exclusive details on 
those recent successes with SumZero in 
February 2021.  

As evidenced above, many of our members 
do take advantage of the chance to market 
their growth within SumZero’s gated virtual 
community. However, the Cap Intro team 
believes that these reported transaction 
figures are just the tip of the iceberg in 

reality. Results from this year’s survey 
corroborated this belief as almost 25% of 
participating allocators confirmed 
placements with Cap Intro funds.  

Fig. 1: Placed Capital with SumZero Funds 

As the Cap Intro team works to glean 
transaction details from these new sources, 
we are proud to report this datapoint as an 
indicator of the health and efficacy of our 
Cap Intro network. 

 

FINDING #2: ALLOCATORS REMAIN 
COMMITTED TO ACTIVE FUND EXPOSURE 
AMIDST VOLATILITY 

At the beginning of COVID-19 lockdowns, 
we released this special report which 
predicted a renewed appetite for active 
managers after years of losing ground to 
ETFs and other passive strategies. Our 
hypothesis rested on the notion that 
“waves of passive correlations and volatility 
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http://sumzero.com/sp/pre_access/bastiat_allocation_buyside
https://sumzero.com/sp/pre_access/ulland_allocation
https://sumzero.com/sp/pre_access/ulland_allocation
https://sumzero.com/sp/pre_access/active_investing_resurgence


dislocations lead to inefficient price 
discovery, aka ‘bargains’, that provide the 
fuel for positive alpha in the first place.’ In 
other words, actively managed strategies 
rely on the human instinct and due 
diligence required to spot value amidst 
extreme volatility, so active managers are 
designed to shine during market chaos.  

 Fig. 2: Increase, Decrease*, or Maintain 
Exposure to Actively Managed Strategies 

*zero respondents plan to decrease 

So far in early 2021, the S&P 500 has 
posted erratic performance as the US 
stumbles its way toward economic recovery 
and herd immunity - an indicator of 
sustained volatility for the foreseeable 
future.  

Anticipating continued COVID-related 
turbulence in the months/years ahead, 
allocators appear to value their active 
management exposure as a protective 
measure against volatility. In this year’s 
survey, zero participating allocators 
indicated a planned decrease in their 
firm’s actively-managed strategy exposure 

and over 46% indicated goals to increase 
their commitment to this fund category.  

Pressed for further detail on their 
investment preferences in the coming year, 
44% of our participating allocators are 
geography-agnostic, 12% are specifically 
targeting Asia, and another 7% are focused 
on emerging markets. Healthcare, 
convertibles, and technology are the three 
most sought-after sectors by allocators. 

From a size standpoint, the majority of our 
respondents stated that their firm employs 
no AUM floor in their criteria for 
prospective fund investments. Only 9.8% 
of this group adhered to the $100M 
threshold. 

Based on these findings, we are confident 
that our allocator network will continue to 
leverage SumZero in their manager 
discovery process. Our GP pool is 
comprised of talented emerging managers 
who cover these knowledge and strategy 
bases and showcase themselves alongside 
high-conviction original research.  

Fig. 3: AUM Floor in Place 
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FINDING #3: VARIED LEVELS OF ESG 
INTEGRATION ACROSS THE BOARD 

ESG is an expanding focus for our allocator 
pool compared to last year’s survey results, 
although the levels of commitment and 
integration in diligence processes vary 
widely and remain moderate at most firms.  

As a first step in this direction, many 
allocators use exclusionary screens during 
manager selection or include ESG 
components within due diligence 
questionnaires. Allocators with advanced 
ESG programs incorporate more restrictive 
criteria, impact measurement tools, and 
embed mission-aligned principles in their 
investment process. 

While not necessarily a requirement to 
meet investment criteria, almost 44% of 
our allocator firms evaluate the 
sustainability and social impact of their 
portfolio funds on some level and 7.3% rank 
ESG as a core part of their vetting 
process. Beyond the ethical and 
environmental objectives, these allocators 
see the long-term growth potential of 
sustainable strategies. 

With a new generation of asset owners and 
an increasingly climate-conscious political 
context, ESG-friendly strategies stand to 
continue their steady rise to prominence. 

Fig. 4: ESG Integration in Manager 
Selection 

FINDING #4: STEADY INTEREST IN SPACS  

In the early and uncertain days of March 
2020, SumZero began facilitating the 
promotion of single-asset deals (i.e. SPACs, 
co-investments) as additional offerings 
from the SumZero manager community.  

Allocators often gravitate toward these 
deals as a first engagement with a manager 
they are interested in working with more 
closely, perhaps as a wind-up to fund-level 
investment. Single-asset deals provide 
affordable entry points to deep value 
names on which a sponsoring manager has 
usually already conducted heavy diligence 
and written research.  

Our survey results show that SumZero’s 
allocator network is hungry to review 
single-asset deals but some firms do 
require a pre-existing relationship with the 
manager.  
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Fig. 5: Single-Asset Deal Appetite  
(SPAC, equity co-invest etc.) 

 

Last year, SumZero connected over 30 pre-
qualified investors to managers sponsoring 
private deals through SumZero's custom 
email marketing. The featured companies 
ranged from real estate to agricultural 
technology to off-price retail.  

We, at SumZero, look forward to continuing 
to present these opportunities to our 
allocator audience and creating strategic 
alignments where we can. 

FINDING #5: MARKET EXUBERANCE AND 
SLOW RECOVERY IN THE YEAR AHEAD 

Finally, we gauged our allocators on the 
biggest investment challenges they see 
heading into 2021.  

The top five concerns were as follows:  
1) high valuations, 2) uncertainty on the 
pace of recovery and related market 
volatility, 3) obstacles to manager 

discovery, 4) inflation, and 5) the lack of in-
person meetings.   

As COVID case numbers decline and 
vaccines are distributed, allocators are 
already noticing signs of irrational 
exuberance bloating current valuations and 
creating an expensive and prohibitive 
market for all investors. Finding value 
opportunities in an over-valued market 
becomes even more difficult when the 
distortive factors are impossible to size and 
predict and resolution is unclear.  

Fig. 6: 2021 Investment Challenges 

Otherwise, allocators anticipate challenges 
in sourcing new managers and the 
downsides of remote work in the manager 
selection process. These are two challenges 
SumZero is prepared to tackle by 
maintaining a high-caliber roster of active 
managers and creating frequent and 
illustrative touchpoints between 
community members.  

If interested in joining SumZero’s Cap Intro 
community to raise or place capital, please 
reach out to capintro@sumzero.com. 
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ABOUT SUMZERO 

ABOUT SUMZERO CAP INTRO

SumZero is the world's largest community of investment professionals working with the industry’s most 
prominent hedge funds, mutual funds and private equity funds.  With more than 16,000 pre-screened 
professionals collaborating on  a fully transparent platform, SumZero provides direct access to thousands of 
proprietary investment reports every year and fosters on-going communication within the network.   

 The research on SumZero cuts through the noise that pervades the industry and provides its community with 
in-depth, actionable investment research and data. SumZero offers several ancillary services in support of our 
research platform.  These services include capital introduction, buy-side career placement, media placement 
and more.

Cap Intro is a passive, reverse-solicitation platform that offers firms direct exposure to a fast-growing group 
of pre-vetted, institutional allocators for the purpose of raising capital.  

Cap Intro is a matchmaking forum built on the premise of idea exchange and transparency. For managers, it 
is a place to socialize your fund, enhance your marketing efforts, and gain the recurring, high-quality 
exposure needed to scale AUM. For allocators, Cap Intro is a place to uncover talented managers.  

Since 2016, Cap Intro has catalyzed hundreds of inbound inquiries to funds from accredited institutional 
investors. These inbound inquiries have led to the placement of over half a billion dollars in allocations. 
SumZero is not a broker-dealer and collects no success-based fees in the event of an allocation. SumZero 
will, on occasion, highlight successful transactions catalyzed through the platform as a demonstration of 
efficacy. The following is one example.
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Important: The information presented in this report has been prepared solely for informational purposes and 
does not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy interests or any other securities or to 
participate in any trading strategy. SumZero is not a registered investment advisor or broker-dealer, and is 
not licensed nor qualified to provide investment advice. There is no requirement that any of our Information 
Providers be registered investment advisors or broker-dealers. Nothing published or made available by or 
through SumZero should be considered personalized investment advice, investment services or a solicitation 
to BUY, SELL, or HOLD any securities or other investments mentioned by SumZero or the Information 
Providers. Never invest based purely on our publication or information, which is provided on an "as is" basis 
without representations. Past performance is not indicative of future results. YOU SHOULD VERIFY ALL 
CLAIMS, DO YOUR OWN DUE DILIGENCE AND/OR SEEK YOUR OWN PROFESSIONAL ADVISOR AND 
CONSIDER THE INVESTMENT OBJECTIVES AND RISKS AND YOUR OWN NEEDS AND GOALS BEFORE 
INVESTING IN ANY SECURITIES MENTIONED. INVESTMENT DOES NOT GUARANTEE A POSITIVE RETURN 
AS STOCKS ARE SUBJECT TO MARKET RISKS, INCLUDING THE POTENTIAL LOSS OF PRINCIPAL. You 
further acknowledge that SumZero, the Information Providers or their respective affiliates, employers, 
employees, officers, members, managers and directors, may or may not hold positions in one or more of the 
securities in the Information and may trade at any time, without notification to you, based on the information 
they are providing and will not necessarily disclose this information to subscribers, nor the time the positions 
in the securities were acquired. You confirm that you have read and understand, and agree to, our full 
disclaimer and terms of use, a copy of which can be accessed by clicking here and that neither SumZero nor 
any of its Information Providers is in any way responsible for any investment losses you may incur under any 
circumstances. 

DISCLAIMER 


